Selection of in silico drug screening results by using universal active probes (UAPs).
We developed a new method that uses a set of drug-like compounds to select reliable in silico drug screening results. If some active compounds are known, the screening results that rank these active compounds at the top should be reliable. If no active compound is known, how to select the result is in question. We propose a concept of a set of "universal active probes" (UAPs), which is a set of small active compounds that bind to different kinds of proteins. We found that the hit ratio of the true active compounds in in silico screening shows positive correlation to that of the UAPs, probably because UAPs form a set of drug-like compounds. Thus, if the UAPs were added to the compound library, the screening result that shows a high hit ratio of the UAPs could give reliable actual hit compounds for the target protein. We examined this method for several targets and found this idea useful.